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Abstract— In this article will be presented the control of
robotics arm model OWI 535 using USB interface. Control
program is designed as C# library functions and its goal is the
practical use of simple robotics arm model for educational
purposes. Within this article will be presented and described
robotics arm, its parameters and kinematics model. Furthermore,
direct communication using USB between robot’s control unit
and own application with graphical user interface will be
described as well. In addition, the theoretical and practical
options of model usage in education will be also presented.
Keywords— robotic arm, C# programing language, graphical
user interface, .NET library, communication via USB

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Maplin OWI 4 +1 DOF robotic arm with USB interface.

Robotics and mainly robotic arms represent nowadays a
wide field of science and they are often combined with mobile
robotics branch and artificial intelligence methods usage
[1][2][3]. There are several types of robotic arms, mainly
divided by the number of degrees of freedom and use.
Robotic arms are designed mainly for industrial use and
they are widely used in manufacturing, usually with robust
design to allow one type of robot to be used for variety of
purposes just by changing the software and tool, which is
placed in the wrist of the robot. In most cases, as joints are
driven by powerful servos and for this reason they are
relatively expensive and less available.
This article goal is to present the possibilities of
enhancement and usage of simple robotics arm for educational
purposes. This paper deals with the OWI 535 robotics arm
model with USB control unit, shown on Fig. 1.

B. Properties and motion ranges
As mentioned earlier, the robotic arm has 4 +1 degrees of
freedom, and they can be represented by subsystems: base
rotation, base angle, elbow, wrist and gripper. Ranges of
possible motion are listed in Table I. Robot uses independent
3V power supply from batteries and control unit is powered
via USB interface. In present, model’s power supply has been
replaced by common PC stabilized power source to improve
of motion characteristics, since batteries cannot guarantee
stabile current ant voltage during whole time in use.
TABLE I
SUBSYSTEM RANGES

II. ROBOTIC ARM MODEL DESCRIPTION
A. Device overview
OWI 535 itself offers an affordable robotic arm with 4 +1
degrees of freedom, which is designed for educational
purposes [4]. There are various versions of mentioned model,
this article describes the version, for which the robot is
connected to the PC using the USB interface. The specified
robotic arm model is supplied with driver for x86 and x64
operating systems and simple application for control, but this
application is only an executable application without source
code, which can’t be modified.

Subsystem

Name

Range

S1
S2
S3
S4.
S5

Base rotation1
Base angle
Elbow joint
Wrist joint
Gripper

270 degrees
180 degrees
300 degrees
120 degrees
Approx. 0.045 m wide grip

1
Base can be mounted two different ways – desired rotation from
control unit can be chosen.

Subsystem contains DC engines and gearboxes, which is the
main weakness of the model in comparison to robots used in
industry and medicine. However, gearboxes are constructed
safeguard against over spin and therefore the damage
resistance and durability is higher. Robotic arm uses identical
gearboxes for all joints. A LED lamp is mounted into gripper,
and it can be controlled like other subsystems. Robot can lift
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approximately 100g. Vertical reach is approx. 380 mm
and horizontal reach is approx. 320 mm.

added by user in a special application that also allows the user
to view the details list of a device connected to the USB.
Robotic hand can be connected and selected only if it’s the
Vid - vendor ID and Pid - Product ID are known. Those two
numbers are used to identify the any device and can be found
in the above-mentioned details list.

C. Kinematic model of robotic arm

Fig. 3. Control byte pairs scheme for S2-S4 robot joint control.

Robot receives 3 control bytes in a row. The first control
byte carries information for changing the orientation and
movement of joints S2 to S4, specific pairs are shown in Fig.
3. The second byte is for control of the base rotation and last
manages only LED lamp state on gripper. Control byte setting
is based on specific bit pairs for selected subsystem, there are
three possible positions – 00 means always stop, 01 is for
positive rotation direction and 10 is for negative direction.
LED lamp is controlled only by one bit, 0 means that the lamp
is off.

Fig. 2. Robotic arm kinematic model.

It is assumed that the robotic arm is rotated in the middle of
base rotation position and the rest of the joints are rotated up
and thus the arm is in maximum vertical position. After
obtaining the dimensions and distances between joints, a
kinematic model of the robotic arm can be built. With use of
the matrixes RY, RZ for rotational motion around Y axis (1) and
Z axis (2) a direct kinematic model can be obtained [5], shown
on Fig. 2., according to which gripper position in space for
specific base rotation α and joint rotations β, γ a δ can be
computed.
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To full use of this advantage, model needs to be enhanced
by robotic arm positional sensors, which can be realized as
optocouplers, connected to lab card [6].
An alternative to optocouplers is the application of the
potentiometers, but their installation is more complicated and
they require an analogue lab card. In addition to sensing of the
joint positions, a black and white camera connected to a PC
through a USB interface can be added, when placed on the
gripper it can increase overall possibilities of the model.
III. COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
Fig. 4. Algorithm describing asynchronous communication between PC and
robotic arm

To be able to move the robot each engine needs to be
actuated with voltage in form of correct bites pair. To do such
task, robotic arm control unit can be used, because it is
connected to PC via USB interface. As programming language
was chosen the object oriented C# language [7].
An open source library LibUsbDotNet.dll is used to control
the device by USB interface. There was a problem with
electronically unsigned drivers supplied with robotic arm - for
x64 architecture operating system, but this library already
includes the ability to work with signed or unsigned drivers
and own drivers as well. Such drivers have to be manually

Methods of created library enable sending a packet that
consists of mentioned 3 bytes. A synchronous sending option
sending data packets in periodic intervals was also used, but it
only uses the methods for asynchronous packet sending.
Before the packet can be sent, a check if the device is
connected to USB port needs to be done. Program browse the
list of all connected devices and look up for robotic arm based
on Vid a Pid. If such device is present in the list, the robotic
arm is presumed as connected and it can receive control
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packets. This initialization process can be summed into block
Initialize Connection in state-flow diagram show on Fig. 4.
This state-flow diagram describes the algorithm of
communication loop, namely get orders for joint rotation, set
specific bits in control byte of packet and the block Exchange
packet with robot represents sending the bytes in a row. A
graphical user interface (GUI) as Windows Forms application,
shown on Fig. 5, was designed for easy model use.

battery power supply. This experiment will be repeated after
adding the optocouplers and with stabilized power.
Optocouplers will be placed into gearboxes, to highlighted
position shown on Fig. 6. and they will count the rotations of
topmost gear, which is driven directly by DC engine. Gear will
have six holes, which will suffice for desired accuracy. The
rotations of this gear than can be converted into base and joint
angular deviation.
VI. CONCLUSION
Despite high prices and limited offer, it is today possible to
obtain a model of the robotic arm, which is, although it is not
an industrial version, an affordable device for testing purposes
of simple algorithms, and the general laws of physics. The aim
of presented model is to use is options. The goal of this paper
is to utilize the possibilities of the mentioned model for
verification of complex control algorithms that use artificial
intelligence techniques. However, before this algorithm can be
practically tested, the model needs to be improved by adding
sensors that enrich its options.
If the position sensors will be installed, robot could be used
in trajectory tracking by direct and inverse task with use of its
kinematic model [8]. As mentioned earlier, robot should have
a camera mounted on gripper. It could be used for face or
target tracking with use of computer vision methods. Neural
networks can be used in motion and pattern recognition [9]
[10].

Fig. 5. Own graphical user interface.

IV. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
GUI, that was designed allow asynchronous control of one
robotic arm with commands for each subsystem. Information
about subsystem state is displayed in table and status bar
contains actual packet bit setting for each byte. For safety
reason, there is also included a Total stop mode, which after
activation immediately stops all subsystem movement and
blocks sending of any next packets. Main purpose of this GUI
is ability to direct control of robotic arm model by user and
calibration tasks.
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND TESTS
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Fig. 6. Possible position of optical counters in robotic arm gearbox.
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